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Preface

I have been thinking about evil women and their power for a long time. Most children, unless unlucky enough to have a truly unfortunate upbringing, encounter evil women for the first time in fairy tales. This is where women with power lurk, in the underlying malevolence of the usurped queen wreaking havoc in a kingdom or the wicked stepmother intent on destroying a child for no reason other than she is loved or beautiful, or both. Even as a child I never fell under the spell (sic) of fairy tales, the behaviour of the characters always seemed odd to the prosaic, practical little soul that I was. Five-year-olds can believe in magic; they can even believe in monsters. What did seem farfetched is the passive, docile characters onto whom this magical monstrousness was directed. Feminist despair of the damsel in distress motif is well-documented. For example, Leiberman (1972) points to representation of women and girls in fairy tales providing a limited sex role concept in terms of attaining power. The ‘heroine’ only sets out on an adventure because of the manipulations of those around her. Turkel (2002) goes further and says that the necessary happy ending of the fairy tales, particularly in those told to children from the nineteenth century onwards, reinforces traditional gender stereotypes, as the heroine is simply a passive recipient of the whim of other characters. It is, however, in one of the other tropes that we may find something more stirring of interest and worthy of inspection – the evil woman whose machinations almost lead to the downfall of Snow White, Cinderella, or Sleeping Beauty, or any other lacklustre ingénue (Porter, 2013). An evil woman is one who steps outside the required and expected behaviour of the elder female role. Motherly and protective she is not, but what is she instead? The stories gathered by Perrault or the Grimm brothers give us almost no motivation for the evil women they feature. It is in later retellings of the stories that we encounter underlying reasons why our ladies are evil. As I watched the newer versions of the stories unfold, depicted by Hollywood giants such as Charlize Theron, Meryl Streep, or Angelina Jolie, I began to understand why these women had been ignored in stories for children in a world where acceptable female behaviour was confined to the home. The evil woman here has, without doubt, power, and she enjoys it. The original folk tales from which they are drawn are not sanitized and are representative of a traditional gendered world but contain the full horror of pre-industrialized life where distrust of strangers was a form of community security and violent crimes were daily occurrences. Here then, the fantastical
represents real people, and the evil woman was a genuine character, the one who held the power, usually ill begotten, which she gleefully abused.

I have been fortunate to have encountered women who held power without abusing it. Aside from key relationships with men, such as my kind father and my wonderful husband (and, of course, the dreadful men I will not give space to here), I have been encouraged by women. The primary school teachers who showed women can be relied on to foster a love of learning, and the secondary school music teacher who found, inside a shy, awkward nerd, a confident musician. Then, later, female managers who picked us up after we encountered browbeating male bosses. To these women I will be eternally grateful. But this book is not about them. It is about the women whose lives intersect with power that they either exploit or of which they fall foul. It is about the conversations that we had about them.

Progressive Connexions, directed by Dr Rob Fisher, is a network of interdisciplinary projects in which scholars can pursue ideas without needing to submit to business models that may stifle creativity. This network is more nurturing of ideas and associations than might normally encountered in a modern academia that needs to fulfil demands beyond the scholarly. Meeting experts outside one’s own discipline sometimes sparks a different direction in theory and research or collaborations across themes that might not otherwise happen. The chapters in this book were developed from papers presented and conversations held at *Evil Women: Women and Evil, the first global conference* held in Vienna, December 2018, hosted by Progressive Connexions. Recognizing an emergent theme of women, power, and its abuse, several conference presentations have been extended and consolidated in the light of the research undertaken, and the discussions then and later. Here, psychologists and criminologists talking with literary specialists, professional writers, and historians all learned something about each other’s viewpoint. These considerations were not judgemental but placed women who were seen as evil due to some behaviour, whether that was criminal, magical, or supernatural, in the heart of our discussion. Here, we realized that many of ‘our’ evil women were in the grip of power, either their own or others, which was wielded with the intent to abuse it. This transcended any disciplinary focus each of us had, and a selection of papers were developed to appear here. An interdisciplinary focus incorporates political and social commentary with the historic and fictional accounts of female behaviour and its analysis with respect to power and its abuse. This book happened because we were all thinking about evil and women and sharing how we viewed this set of symbols. In addition, an observation of themes related to the abuse of power and women’s relation to it grew from this. This resulting book provides a contextual view on how power and women who wield it or are affected by it are topics that transcend examination from one set of theories and evidence alone. Each section is followed by a commentary exploring how the set of chapters relates to a specific theme, how that theme is exported from different disciplines and viewpoints and to the overall theme of the book. Sections explore a set of concepts related to how women seize
and abuse power and how power in the hands of other people inflicts abuse on women. Key issues raised by the papers are discussed in the conclusion to each section with a pointer towards further exploration and research. The final concluding commentary will bring these issues together into a focussed examination of women and power and abuse. Through the eyes of interdisciplinary scholars, the fate of women who abuse or are abused by power is therefore explored in depth.
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